The Total Economic Impact™
Of Optimizing and Managing Your Hybrid
Multicloud
Through customer interviews, surveys, and data aggregation, Forrester concluded
that IBM solutions for cloud have the following five-year financial impact.

“IBM helped us lay out a game plan how best to
approach our migration. They really helped on
the back end of the approach – how to think
about clustering of apps, how to face it. We used
IBM to plan out our timeframes, how to resource
our actions and execute. The resource cost of
our migration was within budget – in fact it was
better than we had budgeted for.”

34%

Reduction in app
migration and
modernization
costs

Head of infrastructure, Insurance

VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

“One of the most important factors in our evaluation
process was the brand strength of IBM. When you talk
about software as a service with your customers – about
data centers and data center security – the question
always comes up: “Where is the data hosted?”. Especially
in Europe. Having a trusted partner like IBM was crucial
for us.”
Chief product officier, B2B software

35%

Organizations used their cloud
migration as a catalyst to further
streamline IT operations. With IBM,
organizations were able to reduce
their operations cost by 35%.

Reduction in risk
of application
disruption by

44%

80%

Reduction in
data center
footprint costs
over 5 years

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Five-year risk-adjusted

ROI

52%

Total Benefits

$414M

89%

$291M in data

center infrastructure
savings

operating income

Reduced cost of app
migration saving

$15M

Reduced risk of
availability disruption
saving $3M

Operational savings
worth $41M

This document is an abridged version of a case study commissioned by IBM titled: The Total Economic Impact Of
Optimizing and Managing Your Hybrid Multicloud, April 2020.
Read the
full study

$142M

Customer saw $414M in cumulative savings and efficiencies
over five years

$64M in improved
89% of survey respondents stated
that partnering with IBM somewhat
or significantly sped up their journey
to the cloud.
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